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MACROECONOMIC CONCEPTS, GOALS AND MEASUREMENT:
Objectives:
1) Definition of macroeconomics
2) Concepts of macroeconomics
3) Goals of macroeconomics
4) Methodology of macroeconomics
5) Measurement of macroeconomics
DEFINITION:
Macroeconomics is the study of the behaviour of the economy as a whole and
hence the determination of broad economic aggregate such as national income or
national product, employment, the price level and the exchange rate, balance of
payments position, booms, recessions and depressions etc.
To study the overall performance of the economy, macroeconomics focuses on the
economic policies and policy variables that affect performance, including
monetary and fiscal policies, the stock of money and interest rate, the federal
government budget, federal or public debts etc. it deals also with the forces or
factors which determine the levels of these aggregate as well as the structures or
components of some of these aggregate or averages.
Thus, macroeconomics theory refers to the analysis of the hypothesized
relationships between aggregate variables in the economy, such as national
consumption, savings, income, employment, export, and imports.
Macroeconomics was first introduced by RAGNAR FRISCH in 1933 during the
period of great economic depression globally applies to the study of relations
between broad economic aggregate.
In 1936, macroeconomics was brought into prominence through the agitations and
questioning of JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES in his work titled: the general
theory of employment, interest and money.This breakthrough subsequently gave
rise to Keynesian cross which is now referred to as Keynesian economics.
GOALSOF MACROECONOMICS:
The goal of macroeconomics is broadly the national objectives which can change
from time to time depending on the economic fortunes of a particular country.
Generally, such objectives include:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Maintenance of relative stability in domestic prices
Attainment of a high rate of, or full employment.
Achievement of a high, rapid and sustainable economic growth.
Maintenance of balance of payments equilibrium.
Exchange rate stability.

METHODOLOGY AND MEASUREMENT OF MACROECONOMICS:
Macroeconomics experts, like other economists, adopt two basic methodologies in
the study:
a) Positive economic analysis and
b) Normative economic analysis
POSITIVE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS:
Positive economic analysis attempts to determine verifiable relationships among
economic variables, thus yielding positive (factual) statements or relationship.
Hypothesis (theory) formulation using basic concepts and information gathering
start the process. The methodology of positive economic analysis is as shown in
the figure below:

c) NORMATIVE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS:
Normative economic analysis is in the man economic analysis, containing
value judgment about that which ought to be, ought to have been, or ought to
become
, it deals with such vague generalized notions as welfare, happiness,
freedom, fairness, justice, equality and progress. These are called ultimate
values and applied to what can be called proximate value judgments which
are still generalized concepts of what is desirable, but a bit more concrete eg
full employment, clean environment, comfortable income levels, freedom of
choice in consumption and occupation, free enterprise, equal employment
opportunity etc. the methodology of normative economic analysis is as
shown in the figure below:

Therefore, the measurement of macroeconomics include the measurement of
national income, circular flow of income, measurement of aggregate demand
and supply, employment, inflation, unemployment etc. as will be studied
latter.
NATIONAL INCOME ESTIMATION:
Objectives:
- Definition of national income
- National income measurement (the expenditure method, the income method,
the value added or output method)
- Problems of national income measurement.
DEFINITION:
National income account can be defined as the record of all economic activities in
a country during a particular period usually one year. It can be defined as the
summation of all market values of all goods and services produced in a nation
during the course of the year.
Put differently, national income accounting may be defined as the measurement of
the flows of output of goods and services and of inputs of factors that passes
through the markets in the economy during a specific period of time (usually a
year.) OR
The national income (NI) is the net value of a nation’s income measured at factor
cost. It is the value of output at factor cost rather than market prices. It equals NNP
plus subsidies, less business transfer payments and indirect business taxes. Thus,
national income is computed as shown below: GNP – Depreciation = NNP –
Indirect taxes + subsidies = NI
A SIMPLIFIED NATIONAL INCOME ANALYSIS:
In any economy, there are four key sectors: the household or personal sector, the
business sector, the government sector and the foreign sector. Thus, in a simplified
framework, national output could be seen as equivalent to national expenditure (E)
or national income(Y). The household sector engages in consumption (C) activities
using their disposable income (Yd). the business sector engages in investment (I)
activities, using private savings(S). On the other hand, the government engages in
government purchases of goods and services (G) while levying taxes (T) to cover

such expenditure. In foreign sector, there are exports (X) and imports (M) such that
the difference between the total exports and total imports is net exports (X -M).
Therefore, national income Y for an open economy is Y = C + I + S + G + X –M.
Where C= consumption, I = investment, S= Savings, G= Government expenditure,
X – M = net export
MEASUREMENT OF NATIONAL INCOME:
The national income value can be measured using any of these methods:
1) Value Added (output ) method
2) Expenditure method
3) Factor – income method
1) VALUE – ADDED (OUTPUT) METHOD: National income can be
measured by adding all the values of final goods and services produced in
the economy during the period and excluding the values of intermediate
products to avoid double counting. On the other hand, it can be measured by
estimating only the net values of output (value added) at every stage of
production in the economy during the course of the year.
2) EXPENDITURE METHOD: This method measures the total value of all
expenditures on goods and services by individual privates businesses and
public sector (government) in a particular period of time. In other to avoid
double counting, all expenditures on intermediate products should not be
included in measurement.
This can be symbolically stated thus:
Y = C +I +G + X – M
OR
Y = C + I +G +Xn where Y= the value of national income
C= aggregate consumption
I = Private investment expenditure
G = Government expenditure
X = Exports Expenditure
M = imports expenditure
Xn = Net exports

Alternatively, national income may be computed using the output –
expenditure method. The output expenditure method calculates the total
expenditure required to purchase the nation’s output.
3) INCOME METHOD:
The factor – income method calculates the value of all factor inputs (or the
factor income generated by the process of production). Four main
components of factor income are distinguished here.
a) RENT –These are rentals incomes to person (including royalties earned
from patents and copy rights or owners of landed properties.
b) WAGES AND SALARIES: Payment for the services of labour.
c) INTEREST: This is earned by those who lend money to the
firms(returns on capital)
d) PROFITS: These are earned by those who own the firm (returns on
entrepreneurship.)
The summation of these factor incomes gives the national income (using factor –
income approach).
Y =Yr +Yw +Yi +Yp where Y = National income
Yr= Income from rent
Yw = income from wages and salaries
Yi = income from interest
Yp = income from profits
PROBLEMS OF NATIONAL INCOME MEASUREMENT;
Some of the problems of national income measurement include:
i)
The illegal economy
ii)
Problem of double counting or multiple counting
iii)
The problem of definition of conceptual variables
iv) Statistical problem
v)
Problem of treating depreciation
i)
THE ILLEGAL ECONOMY:
Many illegal or underground economic transactions that go through the
market escape not only the law but also measurement. Such underground
activities include black/ parallel market transactions, smuggling, illegal
traffic in drugs, theft etc. since such activities are outlawed by the

society, incomes earned through them are not captured and included in
the national income accounts.However, if illegal activities become more
important overtime, as in many developing nations, then measured
national income will understate the rate of growth of national income.
ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

PROBLEM OF DOUBLE OR MULTIPLE COUNTING: This
problem arises when applying the output expenditure method to
estimating national income. If we add the market value of the output of
all firms we would obtain a total that is greatly in excess of the value of
the output actually available to the consumers (households). To avoid the
difficulty, national income accountants use the value of the firms output
less the value of the inputs purchased from other firms. Therefore, a firms
output is defined as the value – added. The summation of all the value –
added would give the value of all goods and services produced in the
economy. This concept makes us to differentiate between intermediate
product and final product. Intermediate products are goods used as inputs
in a further stage of production while final products are the outputs of the
economy after eliminating double counting.
THE PROBLEM OF DEFINITION OF CONCEPTUAL
VARIABLES: That is the problem of deciding what to include in the
national income accounting and what not to include. For example, the
exclusion of the services of full housewives in shopping and performing
other domestic works and the recognition given to it when performed by
a paid housemaid in national income accounting.
STATISTICAL PROBLEMS: The problem of information or data
collection, collation and analysis. Often, inadequate information would
lead to errors in national income account.
PROBLEMS OF TREATING DEPRECIATION: The way
depreciation is recognized and treated vary from one firm to other
because there are many methods of calculating this depreciation and all
of them gives different values.

IMPORTANCE OF NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS:
1) It is important to have records of the transactions that take place in the
economy as a whole for if appropriate classification is made information can

2)
3)
4)

5)

be derived about the annual income of that country, how it is generated,
distributed and expended, how the wealth of the nation is being built up etc.
Information obtained in a national income account provide a basis for
national economic policies.
It is useful in the study of business fluctuation and economic policies
generally.
The analysis of a well prepared national income account will help in
understanding the complex system in the economy like changes in the
structure of assets and commodity prices
Comparisons of the changes in the components of the economy overtime and
across the frontiers are made possible only by the estimates in the national
income account.

CIRCULAR FLOW OF INCOME:
National income accounts provide us a conceptual framework for describing the
relationships among three key macroeconomic variables: output, income and
spending (consumer expenditure). Starting with the simplest economy without
external transactions and without government, we visualize the economy as
made up of two kinds of economic institutions or agents. Households and firms.
A household is an agent which owns factor of production, buys all final
consumer goods. A firm owns nothing but hires factors of production from
households, sells the goods which it produce to households, and pays any
profits which it makes on its activities to households. This relationship is what
is called circular flow of income and it is illustrated in the diagram below:

Here, two kinds of flows take place between households and firms. First, real
things are supplied by households to firms and by firms to households. Second,
money panes between households and firms in exchange for these real things.
Household supply factors of production to firms, while firms supply goods and
services to households. Moving on opposite direction to those real flows are the
money flows. Firms pay income to households and households spend their
income consumer goods. Thud, the aggregate and income payment (y) is equal
to the aggregate expenditure (c).
Expend item = income = value of output.
The simple equation above shows that spending on good is in the simple case
where there is no government and no foreign trade, equal to the gross national
product (GNP), and also equal to income of households.
The diagram shows the key relation. Output is equal to income equal to
spending/expenditure.
However there are three features of the “real world” which are not captured in
the story above. These are:
(a) Household typically do not spend all their income on consumer goods. They
also save some of their income.
(b) Governments are large institution in the modern world which tax
individuals’ income and which use their tax proceeds to buy large qualities
of goods and services from firms.
(c) An economic activity is not restricted to trading with other domestic
residents. International trade, travel, and capital movements are
commonplace.
MEASURES OF AGGREGATE INCOME
(1) GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT: this is the summation of all values
of good and services produced in the country by the nationals and nonnationals. It does not includes incomes and property earnings of the
nationals abroad neither does it exclude the incomes and property
earnings of the non-nationals in the country.
(2) GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP): is equal as the addition of all
the goods and services produced by only the nationals both within and
outside the country. It is equal is GDP + income and property earning by
the nationals abroad – the income and property earnings of the foreigners

(3)

(4)

(5)

in the country. The GNP usually excludes the foreigners earning which in
most cases are repatriated to their countries.
NET NATIONAL PRODUCT (NNP): the net national product is
defined as the gross national product (GNP) less capital allowance
(depreciation).
This is NNP = GNP – DEPRECIATION.
DISPOSEABLE INCOME:this is the actual amount of money that
household has to spend or save. It is usually regarded as “take home
pay”, that is, it is individual gross earnings less deductions like taxes
union dues etc. symbolically, it is written as Yd. = y – t where
Yd = disposal income
y = gross income
y = tax
PRE CAPITAL INCOME (PCI): this defined as the gross national
product GNP divided by the total population. That is PCI = GNP/ POP =
Y/N
Where Y = national income
N = total population
AGGREGATE DEMAND AND SUPPLY
AGGREGATE DEMAND (AD):
Aggregate demand (AD) or total spending refers to the total amount of
output (goods and services) demanded in the economy at different price
level. Thus, total demand for domestic output is made up of four
components:
(i)
Consumption spending by households
(ii) Investment spending by businesses or household
(iii) Government (federal, state, and local) purchases of goods and
services
(iv) Foreign demand.
The aggregate demand function tells us the change in the level of
demand that is associated with any change in the price level.
Aggregate demand curve is the downward sloping, showing a
negative relationship with the price level.

The vertical axis P is the price level while the horizontal axis Y is the level of real
output or income. The curve can be styled through monetary and fiscalpolicy.
AGGREGATE SUPPLY:
Aggregate supply (AS) refers to the quality of output (goods and services) which
producers are willing to sell at different price level.
It thus shows the price level associated with each level of output and it can, to
some extent be shifted by fiscal policy. Aggregate supply function can therefore
tell us the change in the level of output supplied that is associated with any change
in the price level.

As shown in the figure below the aggregate supply (AS) curve is upward sloping
showing a positive relationship with the prize level. As the curve may or may not
invest.
INTERACTION OF AGGGREGATE DEMAND AND SUPPLY
Aggregate demand and supply interact to determine the price level and output
level at equilibrium.

In the figure above, PE is the equilibrium price level and YE the equilibrium level
of output. If AD curve shift up to the right, then the extent to which output and
prices respectively are change depends on the steepness of the AS curve.
If the AS curve is flat a given change in AD will be translated mainly into an
increase in output and very little into and increase in the price level. Also, if the
AS curve is very steep, then a given increase in AD mainly cases prices to
increase and has very little effect of the output level.
Indeed, aggregate demand and supply are the basic tools for analyzing output,
inflation, and growth. Shifts in either AD or AS will cause the level of output to
change, - thus affecting growth – and will also change the price level – thus
affecting inflation.
CONSUMPTION AND SAVINGS
Objectives:
Students should be able to:
(i) Defined consumption
(ii) Know the various consumption concept
(iii) Factors that determines consumption
(iv) Defined savings
(v) Savings concept
(vi) Factors that determines savings
DEFINITIONS
consumption and savings are two of the key microeconomics aggregates in an
economy. A third one is investment. The importance of these variation is derives
from the fact that they are crucial in determining an economy’s equilibrium level
of employment and therefore, aggregate income. Moreover, a change in any of
them will have a multiplied repercussion on the level of national income. This
multiplied repercussion will be brought about by the working of the multiplier.
DEFINITION OF CONSUMPTION
Consumption can be defined as the act of using goods and services to satisfy
human wants. It refers to household expenditure on goods and services which
yield utility in the current period.

Consumption or aggregate consumption can be determined by subtracting
aggregate savings from national income. Consumption dependent on income.
Consumption has a positive correlation with income level (i.e. the higher the
income level the higher will be the consumption levels all things being equal).
Mathematically consumption in the function of income.
C= f (Y)
C= bo+ b, y bo> o
b, > o
Where C= Consumption
f = function
y = income
boy – parameters.
b,
C =b + b, Y
C

b
O
O
O
O
oO

o

Y
Income

BASIC CONCEPT OF CONSUMPTION:
1. Marginal propensity to consume (MPC):- This refers to the fraction of
additional disposable income that is consumed.
OR
The marginal propensity to consume in the ratio of change in consumption to
the change in income.Ie
MPC
= DC
DY
MPC is the slope of consumption function
2. Average propensity to consume (APC):- This refers to the fraction of total
income that is spent on consumption. It in the ratio of total consumption to
total income.APC = C/Y

FACTORS THAT DETERMINE CONSUMPTION:
i.
Government fiscal policy – A reduce in tax rate will increase the
disposable income and consequently …………
ii.
Expected failure change in income
iii. Credit facilities
iv.
Inherited wealth
v.
Population distribution with respect of age.
vi.
Social attitudes towards current savings.
THEORIES OF CONSUMPTION
The existing theories of consumption include:
i.
Absolute income hypothesis (AIH)
ii.
Relative Income hypothesis (RIH)
iii. Permanent Income hypothesis (PIH)
iv.
Life cycle Hypothesis of consumption (LCH)
1. ABSOLUTE INCOME HYPOTHESIS – The AIH states that an individual’s
consumption decision or pattern was based upon the absolute level of his
current income. It is the oldest theory of consumption propounded by John
Maynard Keynes out of the fall out of his psychological law (1936).
DEFECT OF AIH
Long run constant in APS
2. RELATIVE INCOME HYPOTHESIS: - RIH state that consumption
behavior of individuals. It also state that the consumption behavior of
individual, exhibit, “ratchet effect (it consumption behavior in habitual) –The
habitual nature connoting that people try to maintain the standard of living
they have become used to. The RIH was developed by JAMES
DUESENBERRY IN 1949.
DEFECTS OF RIH
a. The defect of habitual behavior and the demonstration effect arguments
as the factors underlying consumption decisions of economic agent.
3. THE PERMANENT INCOME HYPOTHESIS PIH – PIH states that
consumption decisions of individuals are not based solely on the current level
of disposable income, but on past and expected failure income as well. This
theory was propounded by Milton Fried man 1957 who decomposes

disposable income into two viz: permanent income and transitory income.
ieyd= yp+yt.
DEFECTS OF PIH
a. Elusive/deceptive nature of the key variable in the hypothesis. These
variables are permanent income and consumption.
4. LIFE CYCLE HYPOTHESIS (LCH) – This hypothesis was developed by
ANDO and MODIGLIANI. This LCH states that individual consumption
pattern in dependent on their life time spread over time to optically cover
their life time.
DEFECTS OF LCH
LCH cannot be subjected to the rigours of empirical testing because of the
unobservable nature of one of its key explanatory variablesViz the
expected labour income.

SAVINGS
Savings is defined as the amount of income per time period that is not consumed
by economic units.For the household, it represents that part of disposable income
not spent on domestically produced or imported consumption goods and services.
Symbolically, savings in written as:
S = Sh + Sf or
S = Sh+ ^n
Determination of savings function
Given national income as Y =C + S and consumption function as C
bo + b, Y
Therefore S = Y – (Bo –b, Y)
S = Y – bo – b, Y
S = - bo + 1 (1 – b,) Y
S = - bo + BY
Where B = (1- b,)
BASIC CONCEPT IN SAVINGS
1.
MARGINAL PROPENSITY TO SAVE (MPC) :- since what is not
consumed is by definition saved, the marginal propensity to save can be
defined as the ratio of the change in savings to the change in income.

MPS = DS
DY
Like the MPC, the value of MPS is greater than zero but less than one. Thus:
MPC + MPS = 1
The foregoing analysis shows that both MPC and MPS can be defined in
mathematical terms as the rate of change of consumption (savings) with
respect to disposable or national income.
2.
AVERAGE PROPENSITY TO SAVE:- This is simply defined as that
proportion of income that is devoted to savings.
APS = S
Y
FACTORS THAT DETERMINE SAVINGS
i.
Income level
ii.
Interest Rate
iii. Government fiscal policy
iv.
Habits and Environmental factors
i.
INCOME LEVEL:- The higher the levels of income the higher
will be the amount of savings all things being equal.
ii.
INTEREST RATE:- The higher the interest rate the more people
will be willing and attracted to save. This factor is a very strong
determinant because the interest paid on money saved in the
opportunity cost of the money spent.
iii. GOVERNMENT FISCAL POLICY:- The fiscal policy of the
government often affect the disposable income of the people. If,
for example, there is an increase in taxation, it will lead to a
decrease in people’s disposable income and consequently leads to
a reduction in the level of saving (people will be constrained in
saving because of the smaller income at their disposal.
iv.
HABITS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS:- Some
people save out of habit cultivated in saving towards certain
ceremonies or occurrences like burial ceremonies or children’s
school fees. The efficiency of the baking institutions can equally
encourage savings. Savings and income are positively related, ie S
= - a + By (where b> o).

INVESTMENT DERERMINANT:
Objectives:
Student should be able to:
1. Defined investment
2. Know the mathematically representative/ derivation of investment
3. Types of investment
4. Factors that determine investment
DEFINITION:
Investment in economic can be defined as the act of producing capital which
are not for immediate consumption. It can be viewed as the sacrifice of certain
present values of consumption for (possibly uncertain) future value/
consumption. It is the purchase of financial assets such as stocks or bonds with
future end date in mind.
TYPES OF INVESTMENT:
1. Fixed Investment: - refers to purchases by firms of newly produced
capital goods such as production machinery, newly built structures, office
equipment etc.
2. Inventories investment – These are stocks of foods which have been
produced by business but are yet unsold. Inventory investment refers to
changes in stock of perished products and raw material firms keep in
their warehouse.
3. Replacement Investment:- This refers to investment made to replace
worn out capital goods resulting from their use in the production process.
Replacement investment is also known as disposable investment.
Investment can also be classified into:i. Autonomous Investment – This is an exogenously determined investment
that is 1 = 1o
ii. Induced investment – This is an endogenously determined investment,
that is 1 = 1o + Y (deferring investment as a function of income).
iii. Net- Investment – Defined as the gross investment that occurs in an
economy less capital consumption allowance(depreciation).

Saving
S

I = -Io + yY

-bo

o

I = Io (Autonomous Investment or fund
Income(Y)

DETERMINANT OF INVESTMENT:
1. Level of national income: - Income and investment are positively related.
2. Cost of funds (Lending rate or interest rate) – The higher the interest rate
the lower the volume of investment and vice versa.
3. Technical progress (Technological changes)_ - The higher the rate of
technological changes the more profitable it becomes to undertake more
investment in order to produce new types of foods by using new and more
economical production techniques.
4. Government fiscal policies in respect of minimum wages and salaries and
taxes.
5. Business climate.
THEORIES OF INVESTMENT:
Investment theories seek to explain the investment behavior of business firms.
Like consumption, a number of theories seek to explain the investment behavior
of business firms exists in the literature:
i. The accelerator theory of investment
ii. The marginal efficiency of hypothesis
iii The stock adjustment hypothesis
iv Profit and Residual theory of investment
v. The neo-classical investment hypothesis
vi. Tobinsq theory of investment.
1. THE ACCELERATOR THEORY OF INVESTMENT:
This theory states that current net investment is a function of changes in
income. It explains net investment as a function of growth in aggregate
demand. It was propounded by AFTALION IN 1911 and modernized by
CLARK in 1919.

SHORTCOMINGS OF ATI
i.
Assumption of fixed capital
ii.
The theory assures that capital additions are in instantaneous
iii. It assures that firms capital stock are any time fully employed an
assumption that excludes the possible existence if idle capacity.
iv.
It ignores the role of expectation in investment.
2. MARGINAL EFFICIENCY HYPOTHESIS:
This theory sees investment decisions being dependent on the differential of
two ratioie internal rate of returns generated by investing in a particular asset
called marginal efficiency investment (MET) and the prevailing market rate of
interest. The theory was propounded by John Maynard Keynes.
SHORTCOMINGS:
i.
It does not give explicit recognition to the role of expectation in
investment decision making.
ii.
The concept of the market rate of interest is questionable.
3. THE STOCK ADJUSTMENT HYPOTHESIS:
This hypothesis is traceable to the works of CHENERY in 1952. The theory
states that a partial adjustment of investment in firms satisfies extra demand
through depletion of inventories and utilization of product capacity.
SHORTCOMING
i.
Assumption of legless world or at best a world of only one period lag
implicit in the hypothesis.
4. THE PROFIT AND RESIDUAL THEORY:- This theory was propounded
by MEYER and KUH, JAMES DUESENBERRYELC to counter the defect of
accelerator theory. This theory states that, the investment behavior of firms is
traceable to such factors as the amount of internal funds (retained earnings)
available to the firm as well as the expected profitability of an investment
proposal.

5. THE NEO – CLASSICAL INVESTMENT MODEL:
The model was originally developed by JORGENSON 1963, required HALL
AND JORGENSON in 1967 and further elaborated by JORGENSON and
SILBERT in 1968.The theory states that the demand for capital ( optimum
level of capital stock) is determined in the process of maximizing the present
value of the firm subject to a variety of market and non- market constraints.
DEFECTS/CRITICISM
1. Assumption of unitary elasticity of factor substitution has be criticized by
EISNER and NADIRI in 1968.
2. The assumption of a constant pretax profit rate of return as a proxy for
actual rate of returns on capital has been criticized.
6. TOBIN’S Q THEORY:-This theory of investment was developed by James
Tobin in 1969, it states that investment decision is dependent upon the ratio of
the market value of a firms financial asset to their replacement cost.
Q theory =MVA Where MVA = Market value of existing asset
CRA
CRA = Asset Replacement cost.
CRITICISM
The major criticism in that the q – ratio on which the theory is based in an
average ratio. Criticism maintain that the marginal, rather than the average
ratio is more crucial in determine investment decision making.
Equilibrium and Disequilibrium:
In the Keynesian model of income and aggregate income/output are equal. A
Keynesian equilibrium is maintained until an external force disrupts the pattern
of expenditure or output.
The two major composition of equilibrium are aggregate
production/output and aggregate expenditure. The total or aggregate
production is measured by gross domestic product or GDP. Aggregate
expenditure is the expenditure on final goods and services that are carried out
by different macroeconomic sectors including household firm government and
foreigners.The four aggregate expenditure are consumption expenditure (c),

investment expenditure (I), government expenditure (G) and net exports (XM).
Symbolically, aggregate expenditure is expressed as:
AE = c + 1 + G + X –M
Keynesian disequilibrium is when aggregate expenditure is not equal
to aggregate production. In other words, it is the state where either
macroeconomic sector viz: household, firm, government and foreign sector, do
not purchase the quantities that have been produced, or the state when producer
or business firms are unable to meet the demand or sell the goods they have
produced.
The two conditions that arise as a result of disequilibrium are: Y >AE and Y
<AE
a. Income is greater Aggregate expenditure
b. Income is aggregate expenditure

THEORY OF OUTPUT DERERMINANT:
Objective:
Student should be able to:
a. Know what is the theory of output determination
b. Origin of theory of determinant
DEFINITION:
The theory of output and income determination was first introduced by Keynes
which was later improvised by the American Economist; Paul Samuelson.The
theory states that equilibrium level for national income is determined when
aggregate demand is equal to aggregate supply.Aggregate demand refers to the
total demand made for the goods and services produced domestically by the
households, firms, government and foreigner.Aggregate supply is the total quality
of goods and services supplied at a given price level.

MULTIPLIER
DEFINITION:
The multiplier is defined as the ratio of the change in national income to
the change in the expenditure that necessitates it. The change in the
expenditure may come for example, from new government spending from a
rise in exports or from households consumption expenditure accompanied by a
reduction in household savings. All this may necessitate a change in national
income.
The multiplier may also be defined as amplified effect of a change in
autonomous expenditure on national income. Its value shows how much
national income will be increased as a result of an increase in, for example,
autonomous investment.
The multiplier process is a change in any of the components of aggregate
demand which sets in motion a process that further increase aggregate demand.
It is a process where aggregate demand is multiplied over several times. The
value of the multiplier depends on the value of the marginal propensity to
consume (MPC) and the marginal propensity to save (MPS).
Symbolically, the multiplier is defined thus:
K = DY (necessitated autonomous investment).
DI
OR
K = DY (Necessitated by government expenditure)
DG
Where K = the multiplier
D = change
Y = income
I = Investment
G = Government expenditure
The multiplier can be obtained by taking the reciprocal of the marginal
propensity to save (MPS), that is :
K = 1 = 1 OR k = 1 = 1
1 – DC MPS
1-DC 1- B Where DC = B
DY
The value of the multiplier is always greater than unitary; because the value of
the marginal propensity to save is always less than one, that is K > 1 as 0 <
MPS < 1

The smaller and the larger the marginal propensity to save (MPS and
marginal propensity to consume (MPC) are respectively the bigger the value of
the multiplier (K)
THE MULTIPLIER PROCESS:
(Closed Economy)
Given a simple macroeconomic model of a closed economy as
Y=C+1+G
C = 20 + 0.8Y
I = N40million
G = N80million.
Suppose investment expenditure increase by 50 percent, what multiplier
effect will this change in autonomous investment have on the national income.
Solution:
Y=C+I+G
Y = 20 + 0.8Y + 40 +80
Y = 0.8Y + 140
Y – 0.8Y = 140
(1 – 0.8 ) Y = 140
Y = 1 (140)
1 – 0.8
= 1
0.2
= 5 (140)
= N700million
The multiplier (K) = 1
= 1
=5
1-0.8
1-0.8
The process of multiplier in this economy is that a one naira increase
autonomous expenditure will result in a five naira increase in the national
income.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION:
Objective: Student should be able to:
i.
Defined unemployment
ii.
Types of unemployment
iii. Measurement of unemployment and causes
iv.
Effect of unemployment in Nigeria
v.
Policies to fight unemployment
vi.
Inflation meaning
vii. Types of Inflation
viii. Measurement
ix.
Causes of Inflation
x.
Effect of Inflation
xi.
Policies to fight Inflation.
UNEMPLOYMENT
MEANING: This can be defined as a situation where person are willing,
qualified, able and seeking work at a prevailing wage rate but cannot have one.
It is generally agreed that unemployment like inflation is a symptom of basic
economic illness or macroeconomic disequilibrium. It can occur as a result of a
shortfall or deficiency in aggregate demand.
TYPES OF UNEMPLOYMENT:
1. Deficient Demand Unemployment –occurs when there is not enough
aggregate demand to produce work for the whole labour force no matter
how it is trained or deployed.
2. Frictional or search unemployment – arise because it takes time and
resources for workers to change jobs, either voluntarily or involuntarily,
even though suitable job vacancies exist and can be found without the
worker having to adjust his broad occupational status or his reservation
wage.
3. Structural Unemployment – on the other hand, exist when there is a
mismatching between the unemployed and the available jobs in terms of
geographic location, required skills or any other relevant dimension.
4. Seasonal Unemployment – Is seen as unemployment due to the existing
too high level of real wages.

5. Technological unemployment: arises when machines replace men in the
production process. This in a regular feature of technologically advanced
nations of Europe and America.
6. Cyclical unemployment: is traditionally association with the trade cycle,
especially reunion and depression. This explains why some experts deny it
and a variant of deficient-demand unemployment.
MEASURMENT OF UNEMPLOYMENT:
The
unemployment
rate
(U)
is
measured
as
U= Number of unemployment.
Total labor force
The labour force of any nation can be classified as “potential” an “active”.
1. The potential labour force refers to the entire population less (a) young
people below a prescribed age (usually 15 yeas). (b)Old people above a
certain age (usually 65 years in most nations but 59 years in Nigeria);
(c) people who are institutionalized-those hospitalized /in penal or
mental institutions/nursing homes, incarceration, or physically and
mentally disable. (d) Full time housewives (e) those unwilling to work,
children (‘’age –ineligible population”)-those below 15-are excluded on
the assumption that schooling and child labour laws keep most of them
out of the labour force. Those people who are excluded can be regarded
in economically inactive population.
CAUSES OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN NIGERIA:
A. Rising population: West African population, particularly Nigeria’s is
rising faster than job opportunities. A situation in which birth rate in
rising, death rate falling and the population growth between 2.5%
and 3%, unemployment is bound to earn.
B. Rural: urban Migration and Neglect of Agriculture –
C. Termed are expansion in Educational opportunities and Misdirects
investment in Human capital.
D. Continuous shortfall in foreign exchange earnings and the resultant
fluctuant in the capital expenditure of government.
E. The problem of alien influx
F. Word-wide economic depression
G. Premature retirements and Retrenchments

H. Attrition of multinational corporations
I. Non revolutionization of Agriculture
J. Improper utilization of government Revenue
EFFECT OF UNEMPLOYMENT ON NIGERIANS
i.
Brain Drain.
ii.

Increase in social vices and crime.

iii.

Increased rural- urban migration.

iv.

Fall in National output.

v.

Increased drain of government finances.

vi.

Potential sources of political instability.

vii.

High Dependency Ratio.

viii.

Low investment and low National income.

ix.

Fall in standard of living.

POLICIES TO FIGHT UNEMPLOYMENT
1. Reduction in population Growth rate.
2. Fighting Rural-Urban migration
3. Modification of the direct linkages between education and employment.
4. Diversification of the resource base of the Nation’s foreign exchange
earnings.
5. Tacking the alien influx.
6. Revitalization of the Economy
7. Establishment of Guidance and counseling unit in all schools.
8. Creation of National Employment schemes.
9. Expansion of small-scale, labour-intensive industries.
10.

Encouraging self-employment.

11.

Checking statism and tribalism.

12.
Checking merchandize sales and ambling by foreign companies
and multinationals.
13.

Modernization of Agriculture.

INFLATION:
MEANING:- Inflation can be defined as a continuous rise in the price of goods
and services as a result of large volume of money in circulation used in the
exchange of the few available goods and service, that is too much money
chasing far goods. It can also be viewed as the high and continuous rise in
price of goods and service over a period of time in an economy. OR
Inflation is the persistent rise in the general price level of goods and service
over a period of time in an economy.
MEASUREMENT OF INFLATION
Inflation can be measured in the following ways:
i.
The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) - This measures the price of inputs in
the production of goods that is, equipment, machinery etc.
ii.

iii.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI): This measures changes in the price of
goods and services directly consumed by the individuals. It is the main
determinant of the level of inflation. Pt-Pt-1x1oo where Pt =
Pt-1
1
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Deflator: These measures the total
value of goods and services produced in a country at a particular period.

TYPES OF INFLATION:
1. Demand-Pull Inflation: This is a situation where sustained increases in
aggregate demand far exceed----- level of supply of goods and services.
As total demand increase, without corresponding increase in the
supply of goods and services, demands tends to Pull-up prices.
2. Cost-Pull Inflation- This is the rise the price of goods and services
caused by increase in the cost of factors of production.
3. Creeping Inflation – This is a gradual rise in the price of goods and
services over a period of time. A 2percent or 3percent increase over
time qualifies as a creeping inflation.

4. Hyper- Inflation- This is the extreme form of inflation in which the
value of money loses its purchasing power. Money therefore loses it
function as a store of value.
Other type of inflation includes;
Suppressed Inflation
Chronic Inflation
Imported Inflation.
CAUSES OF INFLATION IN NIGERIA:
1. Fiscal Deficit- It is acknowledged that budgetary deficit fuel monetary
expansion and it leads to inflationary pressures.
2. Cost- Push Inflation- Incessant call by the union, who engage in strikes
to ask for wage increase, also leads to inflation. As wages and salaries
are increased, producers and retailers increase prices of goods and the
gain of wage increase becomes ended because inflation will set in.
3. Exchange Rate Changes- Tis can come in the form of gradual
depreciation of the country’s currency or outright devaluation of the
currency. When a country out rightly devalues her currency, she
experiences sharp rise in price, especially if she depends too much on
imported raw materials.
4. Agro- Climate Condition.
5. Monetary Expansion.
6. Expected future rise in price.
7. War and continuous general strike actions.
8. Excessive reliance on importation.
9. Rural – Urban drift/migration
10.

Increased in population.

11.

Activities of middlemen and monopolist tendencies.

EFFECTS OF INFLATION
Inflation has both negative and positive effects:
The positive effects are:
1. Rise in profit.

2. Increased in production.
3. Facilities Company’s financing through sales of shares.
4. Debtors gain.
5. Moderate increase in output and employment.
Negative effects are:
1. Decrease in real income
2. Increase in production.
3. Discouraging savings.
4. Discouraging efficiency.
5. Reduces standard or living.
6. Creditor loses.
CONTROL OF INFLATION:
1. Fiscal policy- use of instrument of fiscal policy such as taxation,
government expenditure.
2. Monetary policy- Open market operation discount rate, cash reserve
rates, special deposits and moral suasion.
3. Price control measures.
4. Total ban on the imported of goods and services.
5. Increased in the production of goods and services.
6. Modernizing technology.
7. Increase in agricultural output.
8. Rationing of scares commodity.
9. Wage freeze.
10.

Avoiding industrial strikes.

MONEY AND BANKING SYSTEM:
MONEY:-In primitive societies, goods and services were exchanged for
another. This system is known as barter system ie exchanging goods for goods

and services for services. This process was without difficulties, these
difficulties are:
a. Double coincidence of wants.
b. Divisibility.
c. Storability.
d. It was cumbersome.
In modern economy, barter or direct exchange is comparatively rare.
Money was introduced to eliminate the problems of barter and
significantly make smooth exchange possible in modern economy.
MONEY DEFINED:
Money is therefore anything which is generally acceptable in making payment
or settling of debts. Over the years, however, salt, cowries, oxen, amber etc.
have served as means of exchange, but they had one defect or the other.
Whatever is use as, money should be unquestionable and immediately be
accepted in exchange for goods and services by the society.
BARTER SYSTEM:
This system was not money, but was a means for the exchange of goods and
services. Therefore, problem existed when a given individual does not have
need for a given good offer for exchange in barter system. For anything to be
money, it must have both physical and behavioural dimensions.
THE PHYSICAL DIMENSION OF MONEY:
The physical dimension of money exist when it is physically seen or when it
possesses some form of physical features such as shape, drawings, physical
differences existed to differentiate it from countries to countries. The physical
dimensions of money also include the following:
1) It must be stored and preserved until we have need for it or until when
one decides to use it.
2) It must be denominated and measured in physical quantities.
Other physical dimensions of money are:
i) Stable in value.
ii) Divisibility- must be divided into convenient units.
iii) Portability.

iv) Relative scarcity- it must be scares to retain its value.

THE BEHAVIOURAL DIMENSION OF MONEY:
Behavioural dimension of money simply refers to it general acceptability and
Homogeneity which gives preference to the physical dimension of money.
FUNCTION OF MONEY
There are two broad functions of money:
i)
The dynamic function of money and
ii)
The static functions of money
THE DYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF MONEY:
The dynamic functions of money is the role that money plays in the
daily lives of person be it businessman or an entrepreneur etc. it plays
different role in the life of a consumer such as consumption, investment,
exchange of goods and services etc.
THE STATIC FUNCTION OF MONEY:
The static function of money is the role that money plays in removing the
difficulties of barter system.
The following are the static functions of money:
1. It is a medium of exchange.
2. It removes the strain of double coincidence of want and the
inconveniences associated with barter system.
3. It acts as a unit of account and measure of value.
4. It is a unit of account- making possible the operation of the price system.
It is the common denominator where goods and services can be
expressed.
5. It is a standard of deferred payments- money makes it possible for
lending and borrowing of money to take place.
TYPES OF MONEY:
1. Legal tender

2. Notes and coins e.g. Naira and kobo.
3. Demand deposits - ……
4. Commodity money- it has commodity, value in addition in current
account in form or cheque, to its own value as money. Precious metals
such as gold, silver, diamond falls under commodity money.
5. Token money- this type of money derived it value from being used as
money. It has no commodity value, have it is worthless unless use as
money.
THE DEMAND FOR MONEY:
Why do we demand for money?
1. Transactionary motive- People hold money to meet day to day
transaction such as payment for food, clothing, rental, purchases of raw
materials, payment of wages and salaries.
2. The Precautionary Motive- people hold money precautionary for
because of uncertainty or exigencies of life such as illness, accident,
repairs and on the spot decision to get better bargains.
3. Speculative Motives- emphasizes on the store of value functions of
money and it concentrates more on the roles of money in the
investment purpose.
MONEY SUPPLY:
Money supply is defined as the total sum of currency outside banks demands
deposits at commercial banks, domestic deposits with the central bank less
federal and state government demand at commercial banks.
DETERMINANTS OF MONEY SUPPLY:
1. Required Reserve Ratio (RRR) – Other thing being equal, the higher the
required reserve ratios, and the smaller the potential money supply and
vice versa.
2. Public Preference Ratio for DD, TD’s and Cc.
3. Commercial Banks preference for Holding Excess.
4. The quality of Commercial bank Reserve.
BANKING
A bank is a place where money and other valuables are kept.

ORIGIN OF BANKS IN NIGERIA:
Banking activities started in Nigeria in 1892 with the establishment of the
African Banking Corporation (ABC) by a group of British. The bank collapsed
in 1894. That same year, the bank of British West Africa (BBWA), which later
changed to Standard Bank and now known as First Bank of Nigeria plc., was
established. It became the only bank in Nigeria up to 1927 only BBWA and
Barclays Bank were dominant. They were essentially oriented to provide
banking services to the colonial administration and their commercial partners
like the Royal Niger Company (new UAC) among others.
Indigenous banks came in to being in 1929 with the establishment of
industrial and commercial banks Nigerian Merchant Bank (1931). The
establishment of indigenous banks broke the monopoly of the foreign banks.
After 1929, other indigenous banks were formed i.e. Muslim Bank, the
metropolitan Bank, National Bank (1933) Agbonmagbe Bank (now Wema
Bank) and the African Continental Bank (ACB-1947). Eighteen others were
open between 1950 and 1951.
In 1959, The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) was formed and it main
function is to regulate banking in Nigeria. Within 1960-1969, the era of
banking regulations began as the CBN was given powers to make laws binding
on the commercial banks. In 1961, the first act of CBN was enacted.
FUNCTION OF COMMERCIAL BANKS:
1. Operations of Account.
2 .Granting of loans and overdraft (advances).
3. They render cooperate financial services.
4. Provision of foreign exchange services.
5. They act as referees.
COMMERCIAL BANK ROLE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
Commercial bank plays a vital role in the economic development of a
country; such roles include:
i. Encouraging savings.
ii. Capital provision.
iv.
Encourages of chequing System.
v.

Encourages Investment.

vi.

Assist international trader.

vii.

Gives financial and management advice to their customers.

viii.

Offers employment opportunities.

ix.

Discount Bills.

CENTRAL BANK:
The central bank is defined as government Bank. It is the apex regulatory
authority of the financial system.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF CENTRAL BANK:
The West African Currency Board (WACB) was established in1912 by the
British colonial Government to serve as the central Bank for the
Anglophone West Africa Countries. Amongst its functions was to issue
the West African Ponds to serve as legal tender in Gambia, Sierra Leone,
Ghana and Nigeria.
In 1958, the J. B Loynes recommendation led to the promulgation
of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) act of 1958, which set up the CBN.
The legal backing for the CBN rests mainly in CBN decree No 24 of 29 th
June 1991 which super cede the CBN Act of 1958 and subsequently
amendment and the CBN (currency conversation) act of 1967 and it
amendments. This decree expanded the power of the CBN to execute its
primary functions.
FUNCTION OF CENTRAL BANK OF NIGERIA
(i)
Current issue and distribution
(ii)

It act as government banker and financial advisor

(iii)

It is the bankers bank

(iv)

It act as larder of last resort

(v)

Debt management

(vi)

It manages the foreign and reserve

(vii)

It manages the marketing system of the country.

CONTROL OF COMERCIAL BANK BY CBN
The CBN uses the following monetary policies to control commercial banks
1. Open market operation (OMO): This is the buying and selling of
government securities and treasury bills by the central banks and to
commercial banks and floral public

2. Bank rate: this also called the discount rate. It is the rate at which the
central bank lends money to the commercial banks and other financial
institutes.
Activities: read on: specialized banks, the Nigerian industrial development
banks (NIDB), Nigeria banks for commerce and industries (NBCI), The Nigeria
agricultural cooperative banks (NACB), urban development banks (UDN),
people’s banks, the commodity banks, mortgage banks.
3. Cash reserve ratio – This is the ratio of bank balance to the depositor’s
liabilities. The central bank requires the commercial banks mention a
certain percentage of their deposit.
4. Directive
5. Special Deposit
6. Moral suasion.
MERCHANT BANKS
Merchant banks are set up primarily to cater for the needs of corporate
and institutional customers. They collect large amounts as deposits from
their customers; hence they are referred to as wholesale banker. The first
merchant banks in Nigeria are Phillip Hill (Nigerian limited and the Nigerian
Acceptance limited (NAC) IN 1960. They however merged in 1969. It became
the sole merchant bank till 1973 before other banks came. Their role
principally in the economy is to provide medium to long term finance. They
therefore engage in activities such as loan syndication, equipment leasing,
debt factoring, project financing etc.
FUNCTION OF MERCHANT BANKS
i. They provide medium and long term finance to corporate bodies and
institutions.
ii. They advise companies on new shares and place these firms’ shares for
subscription.
iii.

They float government loan stocks

iv.

They engage in equipment leasing and project financing.

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY: TRADE AND GAINS FROM TRADE
EXCHANG RATE:
Objective:

- Students should be able to defined international trade, internal trade
gains from trade and foreign exchange rate.
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY
By international economy, we refer to international trade and
international relation between countries. International economy is
embedded in international economic which is seen as that area of
economic that in concern with economic relationships among nations
thereby making microeconomic and macroeconomic issues to so apply
worldwide.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE DEFINED:
International trade could therefore be safely defined as trade between
a counting and the rest of the world.
REASONS FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE:
1. Import serve domestic industry: Domestic industries world have pretty
difficult time is basic raw materials, machinery and other needs are not
met. Some domestic industrial needs are only met by import.
2. Import serve domestic consumers: International trade enlarges the
range of consumer’s choices of goods and services, without
international trade consumers will have fewer choices.
3. Exports are vital to many domestic producers: The market for nation’s
export is very important. For example without international trade the
market for the Nigeria crude oil, columbite, cocoa rubber, etc. would
here been limited to domestic economic
4. Exports serve as a foreign exchange earner: Exports if goods and
services act as foreign exchange earners to the domestic economy.
Foreign exchange availability is an essential requirement for the
survival of any national economy.
5. Exports act as agent of growth – Other countries demands for goods
and services produced within a domestic economy acts as a catalyst for
the growth of the total spending and hence growth in the Gross
National Product of such an economy.
THE BASIC THEORY OFINTERNATIONAL TRADE
1. The theory of Absolute Advantage: The classical economist Adam Smith
said that the basis of international trade falls along the divide of
Absolute Advantage which may be defined as the good or services in

which a country is more efficient or can produce more than the other
country or can produce the same amount with other country using
fewer resources.
2. The theory of Comparative Cost Advantage: David Richard was the
proponent of the theory of comparative advantage. He propounded that
the basis of international trade should be premised on the concept of
comparative advantage. His reasons emanated from the a rational
economic consideration in which a country that is capable of producing
a good or a service may carefully elect to buy it from elsewhere where
opportunity cost is lower.
Comparative cost advantage theory states that a country should
specialize in the production of a commodity or service in which it has a
lower opportunity cost, while comparative disadvantages is that situation
where a country has higher opportunity cost of producing the goods or
service. The theory of comparative advantage is based on free trade
without trade restriction.
THE GAINS FROM TRADE:
Arising from the law comparative advantage as stated earlier,
countries will benefit from trade with a rise in world output without
additional factor input when countries specialize in the production of
those goods in which the opportunity cost is lower.
For example, let us assume that:
a. England and Portugal are the only two countries in the world.
b. Wine and cloth are also the only two goods in the world.
c. Transport cost is non-existent.
d. Each of England and Portugal has equal workers of salary 100 each.
e. Survival need deserves that each worker has two units of cloth from
the foregoing; it means that England must commit 50 workers to cloth
production I.E 50x4=200. And Portugal 25 workers I.E 25x8=200. By
extension 50 workers will be left for the production of wine in England
I.E 50x2=100 and in Portugal 75 workers will be left also for the
production of wine I.E 75x6=450. This is given in the table bellows:
f. Will be left also for the production of wine I.E 75x6=450. This is given
in the table bellows:

g. Will be left also for the production of wine I.E 75x6=450. This is given
in the table bellows:
England
Portugal
World

CLOTH
50x4=200
25x8=200
400

WINE
50x2=100
75x6=450
550

If we again assume that each country should now specialize. England
on cloth and Portugal on wine, world output will increase, as in:
CLOTH
WINE
England
100x4=400
0
Portugal
0
100x6=600
World
400
600
Therefore, the following benefits will follow specialization:
a. Increase in world output: This is certainly more of cloth i.e.600
though outputs of wine still remain at 400.
b. Increase in specialization and skills.

BARRIERS TO TRADE:
1. Tariff: These are tax on an imported good: It is also called a custom
duty. Sometimes a custom duty is levied at so much per unit of
product, sometimes it in levied as a percentage of the value of the
product.
2. Import Quota: Quotas work the same way as tariffs. The main
different being that while tariffs work through prices, quotas
restrict quantity.
Other Non-Tariff Barriers to trade are:
a. Government legislation: these are kind of government in law.
Some domestic preference laws gives preference to domestic
suppliers in government purchases, others are laws which were
for domestic reasons which make it more difficult for foreigner
supplier to compete.

b. Government Commercial Policy: Government commercial is
sum total of actions that a country undertake to deliberately
influence trade in goods and services
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS:
Balance of payment in a record of international transactions between
one country and the rest of the world. The balance of payment is usually
premised on double –entry accounting system involving credit and debit. It
is therefore normal for balance of payment to always balance; though deficit
and surplus may occur in sub-companies of the account. For instance, all
transactions involving any payment in credit and debit. In other words, all
transaction involving money outflow out of the country are debited in the
balance of payment since they involve receipt and payment respectively.
STRUCTURE OF BALANCE OF PAYMENTS:
Essentially, the balance of payment is divided into the following subaccount:
a.
Current account
b.

Capital account

c.

Settlement account

A.

CURRENT ACCOUNT: These records the monetary value of all flow
associated with movement of goods and services as well as transfer
payment across international frontier all of which essentially involve
“trade items” in the balance of trade.

B.

CAPITAL ACCOUNT: Capital account is the second sub account of the
balance of payment which holds future clan for more money. It is
further sub-divided into two sub component i.e. (a) non official capital
transactions (b) official capital transaction.

SURPLUSES AND DEFICIT IN BALANCE OF PAYMENT:
A balance of payments account is in surplus, when export in terms of
trade exit import.
Conversely, balance of payment is in deficit when imports exceed
export .the persistent deficit on the balance of payment has been a
course for concern in recent years. Reasons for deficits are as follows:
1. Misguided macroeconomic fiscal policies which inflate the value of naira
relative to foreign currency and has made imports cheap for the citizens.
2. Less competitiveness of Nigeria industries in the international market.

3. On capital account, it is generally believed that a recorded surplus is an
indication of the strength of the domestic economy.
4. Maladjustment of the balances of payment.
WAYS OF CORRECTING BALANCE OF PAYMENT PROBLEMS:
1. Applying appropriate changes in the exchange rate and changes in the
level of domestic income.
2. Adoption of outflow of gold to bridge the gap for a demand for gold
standard.
3. The deficit country can also employ the devaluation of its national
currency thereby making its exports cheaper and its import dearer.
4. Embarking on aggressive export promotion policy and incentives.
Example granting export subsidies.
5. Import could be reduced by the employment of such trade barriers as
tariffs, quotas, outright ban etc.
6. A deficit country can borrow short term or long term loans from friendly
national economic organization to finance trade arrears.
USES OF BALANCE OF PAYMENTS:
1. It shows how competitive a nation’s exports are over time and across
space.
2. BoP is also a matter of great interest and concern to economic policy
makers especially when the balance of trade is in deficit.
3. It shows how much capital is transferred abroad and the form in
which they are transferred.
4. It reflects changes in the foreign reserves of a country which are
components of the official transaction account, which in turn is the
function of the nation’s monetary base.
EXCHANGE RATE:
This is simply the market where currencies of various countries are supplied
and demanded. It is needful to note however that there is often little or no
physical market to see, an most of the transaction in foreign exchange take
place among the central Bank of the various countries or their accredited
dealers.

TYPES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGIMES:
1.The Gold Standard Regime: This is an international monetary system in
which currencies were defined in terms of gold, balance of payment deficit
were settled in gold and money supplies were tied to gold. The major
countries of the world operated gold standard between 1870s and 1914 and
then briefly again between the two world wars. History has it that countries
agreed to trade their currency with gold.an ounce of gold was given as
$20.67and 4.25 British pounds .gold standard main attractions was that it
provided fixed exchange rate.
2.Undervalued and Devalued Currency: a nations currency is consider
undervalued when the value of it official currency price is lower relative to
official price of other nations currency. While a nation currency is overvalued
when the value of the nation’s official currency price is higher than the official
price of other nations’ currency.
3. Revaluation of national currency: A rise in the official price of a currency
by deliberate government action.
4.Devaluation of national currency: this is a policy where the monetary
authority of a deliberately reduces the official price of its national currency in
relation to other countries. Devaluation reduces the export since they are
now paying lesser than what they used to pay before devaluation.
5.Flexible exchange rate: Flexible exchange rate occurs when the market
forces of demand and supply is freely allowed to determine exchange rate.
This mechanism is known as flexible or floating exchange rate regime. Under
floating exchange rates importers and exporters cannot of course carry out
train actions adequately, when exchange value of their national currency goes
up and down, especially considering the devastating effect for example
rumours. Exchange rates are always floating in response to demand and
supplies.
EXCHANGE CONTROL:
Exchange control in a foreign exchange system in which government requires
that all earnings of foreign exchange be turned into it and then sell foreign
exchange to those who want to import, travel abroad, or invest in other
countries.
ADVANTAGES OF EXCHANGE CONTROL:
1. Stable exchange rates.
2. Independent monetary and fiscal policies
3. No apparent deficit in the balance of payments.

4. Exchange control could be sued also to accomplish the objective of
multiple exchange rate for different uses.
DISADVANTAGES:
1. Under exchange control free trade is often sacrificed
It leads to the emergence of black market
3. It makes people to make side deals in foreign exchange by passing the
government
4. Encourages bribery, smuggling and other forms of illegal or sharp
practices.
ECONOMIC GROWTH AND PLANNING:
ECONOMIC GROWTH AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
The term growth and development are often misused by lay men to mean the
same thing. But this is not so.
Economic growth according to Fashola (1998) in an aspect of economics that
deals with national income objectives ,whereas development incorporates
other objectives such as :equitable welfare distribution, national self-reliance,
balance sectorial development, balance regional development , ecological
balance, social and environmental stability among others.
Todaro (1977) contains that growth stimulates improvement in incomes and
output while development involves radical changes in institutional, social and
administrative structure, as well as in popular attitudes and sometimes even
customs and beliefs.
Schumpeter (1934) stresses that growth is a gradual and steady change in the
long run which comes about by a genera increase in the rate of savings and
population. Development on the other hand is discontinuous and spontaneous
change in the stationary state which forever alters and displaces the
equilibrium state previous existing.
It is also necessary to say that the existence of growth i9n a country may not
lead to development in a situation where there is growing income inequalities
which can strength abject poverty. More so, inter-sectorial imbalance will not
promote development because an increase in national output not
accompanied by equitable distribution of income will create setback for
sectors such as housing, utilities, health services, food production, transport
and communication.

WHY ECONOMIC GROWTH MAY NOT PROMOTE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Economic development is a gradual process and as such one discusses it in
terms of relativity. It is on this basis that countries over the world are
classified into developed, developing or less developed countries (L.C.D.).
The circumstances or situation whereby economic growth will fail to
promote economic development can be stated and explained below:
1. Inadequate growth in comparison with population
2. Widening inequality in the distribution of income
3. Imbalance in inter-sectorial development
4. Environmental degradation and ecological disturbance
5. Moral, intellectual, spiritual and social decadence
6. Economic dependence
DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
1. Growth in income
2.

Equitable distribution of income

3.

Employment promotion

4.

Self-reliance

5.

Price stability

6.

Balanced development

7.

Environmental preservation and maintenance of ecological balance.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF DEVELOPING NATIONS:
1. Low level of living
2.

Low level of productivity

3. igh rate of population growth and dependency burden
4. High and rising level of unemployment and underemployments
5. Substantial dependence on agricultural production and primary product
export, and

6. Dominance and vulnerable in international relations
MEASUREMENT OF ECONOMIC GROWTH:
Economic growth is the measure of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross
National Product(GNP).
Growth
Average growth rate:
In order to measure average growth rate over a period of years, the
exponential (Geometric) growth formula is usually employed
Yt =Yo (1+g)t
Yt= GNP for yeart (New Year)
Yo= GNP for Yearo(initial year)
gy = Average growth rate
t = time
Example: Given that GNP in 1979 and 1989 are: 125 and 155 respectively.
What is the growth rate of GNP?
Solution
Yt = Yo(1+ gy)t
Where Yt = 155 t = 10
yo = 125
155 = 125 (1 + gy) 10.
ECONOMIC PLANNING
DEFINITION: Economic planning can be defined as the deliberate control and
direction of the economy by the central authority (government) for the purpose of
achieving definite targets and objectives within a specific period of time.
IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING
i.
To increase the rate of economic development
ii.

To achieve growth in income or output

iii.

For self-reliance

iv.

To facilitate promotion of employment

v.

To stabilize price (price stability)

vi.

To encourage balance inter-sectorial and inter- regional development

vii.

To redistribute income and alleviate poverty

viii. Governmental protection and preservation of ecological balance

PRECONDITIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL PLANNING IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
i.
The establishment of an organized planning commission
ii.

Availability of statistical data

iii.

Setting up of targets

iv.

Incorrupt and efficient administration

v.

Proper development policy

vi.

Public support and cooperation

vii.

Transparency and economy in administration

TYPES OF ECONOMIC PLAN:
i.
Annual planning – budgeted plan
ii.

Medium term plan – cover 4-5yrs

iii.

Long term plan – 10yrs

STAGES OF PLANNING
Planning is broad and multi-dimensional. Therefore, the various interrelated
stages of planning include:
i. Macro- economic planning stage – set overall development goals in terms of
NI,BOP
ii. Multi –sectorial planning stag – sectorial plans
iii. The Regional planning stage
iv. The project planning stage
PLANNING EXPERIENCE
Planning for development in Nigeria may be discussed under two headings
namely:
i. Planning during colonial rule and
ii. Planning after independence.

PLANNING DURING COLONIAL RULE:
Colonial development policy in Nigeria may be classified into three distinct
phases: viz:
a.
Pre- planning era 1914- 1945
b.

Pseudo – Planning era 1945- 1956

c.

Regional planning era 1956 – 1960

PRE- PLANNING – during the pre- planning era, the colonial government aim
was to expand international trade in primary product. To achieve this purpose,
emphasizes was laid on transport and communication.
PSEUDO PLANNING- Planning within this era was to harness product for the
colonial masters after the world war.
REGIONAL PLANNING – planning within this era was to aim at improving
agricultural and industrial production so as to bring about a steady rise in income
and standard of living. To achieve this, it budgeted for a total capital expenditure
of 450.78m naira, of this amount, primary production was allocated only 54.6m
or 11.9%

PLANNING AFTER INDEPED INDEPENDENCE
Nigeria’s first port independence national development plan was launched in
1962. Between 1962 and 1985, Nigeria’s launched for national development plans
each 5years. The only exception was the first plan originally scheduled to last for 6
years but which because of the civil war was extended to 1970 the four national
development plan are:
1. First National Development plan (1962-68)-The raise the rate of economic
growth per 4%, increase standard of living.
2. The second National Development plan (1970-1974)-To restore and
rehabilitate economic activities ravage during the civil war.
3. The third national development plan (1975-1980)-To plough gains from oil
sector for provision of vase infrastructures.

4. The forth national development plan (1981-1985)-To emphasize greater
self- reliance and dependence on foreign assistance.
PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENTAL: PLAN IMPLEMENTATION:
1. Political instability.
2. Manpower shortages.
3. Finance.
4. Non Availability of data.
5. Corruption undue favouritism, and mismanagement of resources.
6. Lack of commitment to the country’s development.
7. Week and largely in appropriate philosophical and theoretical underpinning
of planning.
8. Week plan discipline by government.
9. Lack of proper publicity.
10. War.
11. Population Explosion.

